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This book includes information on censoring speech and banning pornography on library computers. The section on restricting access to books in school libraries will be useful.


This article discusses specific books that have been banned in various locations.


This website delves into the reasons for book banning and includes information about the books that are banned most often.


This book is packed with information about book banning in libraries and schools. It details the circumstances behind the removal of some of the most frequently banned books from 1996 to 2000.


This author thoroughly covers the history of society’s attempts to protect children from “indecency.” It covers book banning under the topic of literary censorship and those sections will support my thesis.

This scholarly article discusses how teachers can approach the subject of book banning in the classroom.


This book covers many types of censorship including telemarketing, the Patriot Act, freedom of speech and pornography. Since my topic is about book banning, this book will probably not help me.